July 2, 2015

EPC Update – FY2016 FCC Form 470 Now Available
Applicants can now file the FY2016 FCC Form 470 in the E-rate Productivity Center (EPC).
The FY2015 FCC Form 470 has been removed from the USAC website. From this point forward, you must
file the FCC Form 470 through EPC.
There are some significant changes from past years that you should keep in mind as you start planning
for the FY2016 application process:
1. The form is only available online.
There will no longer be a paper version of the FCC Form 470 or a paper version of the FCC Form 470
instructions.
Any necessary instructions are built into the online experience. There will be user guides available both
inside and outside of EPC to help applicants complete their forms. A series of videos is also available
from the USAC website to guide users through the process.
2. Filing through EPC provides an enhanced applicant experience and simplifies the
application process.
Some of these enhancements include:
Your billed entity information – including address and contact information, attributes for the
schools in a school district or libraries in a library system, and other pertinent data – is pulled into
the form from the entity information in EPC. You can manage this information and make any
corrections before you file your form.
The form leads you through the application process in a way that allows you to meet any
necessary requirements. For example, if you are filing for self-construction of fiber, you are
reminded to file for both managed service and self-construction as required by program rules.
Requests for Proposal (RFPs) or other documents that further describe the services are uploaded
directly into the online form so that potential bidders can have immediate access to these
documents.
Before you submit your form, you can review and print a PDF version of your draft form. You can
then make any edits before signing and certifying the form.
Applicants can sign the form electronically. The account administrator at the BEN can determine
who has authority to electronically sign the form. No more waiting for PINs to arrive in the mail!
3. All applicants will sign and certify the form online before it is posted to the USAC website.
Because all applicants can now designate the users that can sign forms electronically on their behalf, the
forms must be signed and certified before USAC starts the 28-day waiting period. If the user who
creates the form does not also have the authority to sign it, the form will automatically be routed to
those users within your organization who do.
4. Your receipt notification will appear in your EPC News feed immediately after you submit
your form.
USAC will no longer issue a paper FCC Form 470 Receipt Notification Letter. If you have made any
ministerial or clerical errors you need to correct, you can submit the corrections through EPC.
5. Service providers will be able to view filed FCC Forms 470 either through EPC or through

the USAC website.
EPC will have a search and download function that will allow service providers with accounts to set
search criteria for filed FCC Forms 470 and view the results of their searches. The form data from the
search results can also be downloaded as a set of .CSV files. Service providers will also be able to view
PDF versions of FY2016 FCC Forms (and print preview versions of FY2015 forms) along with any
associated RFP documents from the FCC Form 470 tools on the Search Tools page.
6. If you filed your form using the FY2015 version of the form, you will still be able to access
your form.
If you filed an FY2015 FCC Form 470 intended for FY2016, you can still certify your form on the
Apply Online page. However, if you started a form but did not push the Submit button, you will
not be able to retrieve and complete your work.
You can cite an FY2015 FCC Form 470 on an FY2016 FCC Form 471 without penalty.
To file your FY2016 FCC Form 470, go to the E-rate Productivity Center and click the Log In button near
the top of the page.
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